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In [3] an analysis of the permutation modules of the unitary groups 
PSU(n, q’) in their natural rank 3 actions was carried out. The purpose of 
this paper is to show that the same methods apply to prove similar results 
for the natural rank 3 actions of the symplectic groups PSp(2m, q) and the 
orthogonal groups PQ + (2m, q), PO- (2m, q) and R(2m + 1, q). 
1. THE SYMPLECTIC GROUPS 
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2m (m > 2) over GF(q), and let ( , ) 
be a nonsingular symplectic form on I’. Then V has a symplectic basis 
{e 1,-., e,, f, ,...,f,} with (q, ej)= (fi,&> = 0, (ei,fj> = -(.fj, ei> = 6, (all 
i, j). Let G = S p (2 m, q) be the associated symplectic group. Then G acts 
with rank 3 on the set Q of l-dimensional subspaces of V. Calculating as in 
[3], we see that, in the notation of Section 1 of [3], the strongly regular 
graph associated with the action of G on 0 has parameters a = q”‘-‘, 
b = q(q*m-2 - l)/(q- l), r=s=q*+* (q - 1). Hence, in the terminology of 
[3 1, if F is any field and Ffl the associated permutation module, then the 
graph submodules of F,Q are U&, and UY,,,_,. 
Let a = (e,) E 0, let {a}, d(a) and @(a) be the orbits of G, on R, with 
Id(a)1 = q2m-1, 1 @(a)1 = q(q2m-2 - l)/(q - 1). For yi, xj E GF(q) (2 < i < m, 
1 < j < m) write y = (y, ,..., u,), x = (xl ,..., x,,J and define M,, to be the 
element of Sp(2m, q) which sends 
e,+e,,ei+ei-y,e, (i = 2,..., m), 
.fP.ft+~Xjej+~Ykfk~ and fi+fi+Xie, (i = 2,..., m). 
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Let K = {M,, ( yi, xj E GF(q)}, a subgroup of G,. Then K acts regularly on 
d(a). For each l-space (0) in V,, where I/, = (e, ,..., e,, f, ,..., f”,), define 
4,) = {(xel + 4 I x E GF(dl and CC”) = Ial ” B(“,. 
Let L = K n %I(,,,) and let K, be the subgroup of K of order q consisting 
of all elements in K with xi = yj = 0 for i 2 1, j > 3. 
As in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of [3], we have the following facts: 
(i) 9 = {I?,,, ) (v) G V,} is a block system for GzCa); 
(ii) GF$, E PGL(2, q); 
(iii) KS= 1 and KB@) is regular on B(,,; 
(iv) L is transitive on all blocks I?(,, with (u) # (eJ; 
(v) L has q orbits A I ,..., A, on A(a) which are permuted regularly 
by K,. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 of [3] now yields the following result (in which 
T is the submodule (CUED w)). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be the group Sp(2m, q) (m > 2) acting on the set n 
of l-spaces and let F be a field of characteristic p, where either p$q or 
p = 0. Let U be an FG-submodule of FfJ with U & T. Then U contains a 
graph submodule. 
Using this we can determine the full lattice of FG-submodules of FI2 as in 
Section 3 of [ 3 1. We obtain the following lattices. 
In(l)p=Oorp/l~l, andin(2)p((J2(andp#2. 
2. THE ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
Let V be .a vector space of dimension n > 4 over GF(q), let (, ) be a 
nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on V and let Q: V+ GF(q) be a 
quadratic form associated with ( , ), so that Q(au) = a2Q(u), Q(u + v) = 
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Q(u) + Q(v) + (u, v) (a E GF(qh U, u E V). Denote by O(V) the group of 
isometries of V and by n(V) the subgroup of index 2 in SO(V). We deal 
with the three types of orthogonal groups, namely, the groups n+ (2m, q), 
52 - (2m, q) (with n = 2m) and Q(2m + 1, q) (with n = 2m + 1 and q odd). If 
n > 5 then 52(v) acts with rank 3 on the set R of totally singular l-spaces in 
V (that is, the set of l-spaces (u) with Q(U) = 0). Also O’(4, q) has rank 3 
on 0, whereas f2’(4,q) has rank 4; and PK(4, q)z PSL(2, q’) is 2- 
transitive of degree q* + 1 on R. 
For w E V with Q(w) # 0 define rw E O(V) by 
r,(v) = 0 - w(v, w>/Q(w> (v E V). 
Then O(V) = (rW 1 w E V, Q(w) # 0) (except for 0’(4,2)). Let h = 
T . . . r,,,, E O(V). If q is odd then h E n(V) if and only if t is even and 
G, 3 WI) . . . (w,, wt) is a square in GF(q), and if q is even then h E n(V) if 
and only if t is even (for all this, see [2]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be one of the groups 52+(2m, q), BP (2m, q) 
(m > 3), R(2m + 1, q) (m > 3, q odd) and 0+(4, q) acting with rank 3 on the 
set a of totally singular l-spaces, and let F be a field of characteristic p, 
where either p)1q or p = 0. Let U be an FG-submodule of F0 with U g T. 
Then U contains a graph submodule. 
Notice that the groups 8(5, q) have been omitted-we shall consider these 
later. In proving Theorem 2.1 we deal separately with the three types of 
orthogonal groups. 
(a) The Groups 8+ (2m, q) (m >, 3) 
In this case case V has a basis {e, ..., e,, f, ,..., f,} with Q(ei) = Q(h) = 0 
and (ei, fj) = 6, (all i, j). The strongly regular graph associated with the 
rank 3 action of G =52’(2m, q) on R has parameters a = q2m-2, 
b = q(q”-’ - I)(q”-’ + I)/(q - l), r = (q - l)(q2mp3 -qmp2), s = 
(q - l)qZm-3 (in the notation of ]3]), so for any field F the graph 
submodules of F&! are U&, and Ulqmm2. Let a = (el) E R and define d(a), 
@(a), B(,., and Cc,,) in the usual way. For yi, xj E GF(q) (2 <i< m, 
1 < j ,< m) satisfying 
x, +fxiyi=o 
2 
write y = (y2 ,..., y,), x = (x1 ,..., x,) and define M,, to be the element of 
O(V) which sends 
e, + e,, e, + e, - yie, (i = 2,..., m), 
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.f~+fi+fXjej+fYxfk7 and .f+f;.-Xie~ (i = 2,..., m). 
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Let K = {M,,, 1 yi, xj E GF(q) satisfy (I)}. 
First suppose that q is odd. Then JKJ is odd, so K ,< n(V) = G. We now 
show that G’(‘z) 2: PGL(2, q). For x E GF(q)* define h, E O(V) by (C(,*)l - 
e,-,xe,,f,-,x-‘f,,e,~xe,,f,-,x-tf,, 
and ei+ei,A+f;: for i=2 and i>4. Then 
and so h, E G. It follows easily that G”‘2’ 
,‘$‘2’ 
a,Bl,2)1 g AGL(1, q) and hence that 
,c,,,,l z PGL(2, q), as claimed. Next define g, E 0( I’) by 
e, -+ e,, e2 -3 e, , e3 -3 -e3, ei + ei (i > 4), 
f,-f2,f2-+fi~f3-+-f3~.ff;:-‘.fi (i > 4). 
Then g,= r e, e*+f,-f2re,-e2-flff*re,+f~ -el+f,’ _ r so that g, E G. 
Now the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [3], using g, instead of the element g 
defined in that proof, yields Theorem 2.1 for the groups R’(2m, q) (m > 3, q 
odd). The same proof also deals with O+ (4, q) (q odd). 
Suppose now that q is even. We show that K < G. For x E GF(q) define 
k,EKby 
and ei-+ei, J’+A for i> 3. Then 
k, = r(xtI)-le2tf2reztflre,+e2tf2rel+e,+(X+ l)f* 
if xfl, 
r e,tf,%te,tf,rel+e,+f3re,+f*+e,tf, if x= 1, 
so that k, E G. Clearly K is generated by various conjugates of the elements 
k,(x E GF(q)), and hence K < G. 
1\Fow the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [ 3] yields Theorem 2.1 for the groups 
~2 + (2m, q) (m > 3, q even) and also for 0+(4, q) (q even). 
(b) The Groups Q-(2m, q) (m > 3) 
In this case V has a basis {e, ,..., e,- 1, f, ,..., f,-, , d, d’} with ei,J as 
above, (d, ei) = (d, A) = (d’, ei) = (d’, A) = 0, Q(d’) = 1 = (d, d’) and Q(d) = 
u E GF(q), where X2 + X + u is irreducible over GF(q). The strongly regular 
graph associated with the action of G = R-(2m, q) on R has parameters 
a = q=m-2, b = q(qm-l + l)(qme2 - l)/(q - l), r = (q - l)(q2m-3 + qme2), 
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s = (q - l)qZm-j, so for any field F the graph submodules of Fl2 are U&1 
and V,,-,. For yi, xj, z,, z2, a,, a,EGF(q) (2<i<m-1, 
l,<j<m-1) write y=(y, ,..., Y~-~), x=(x1 ,..., xm-i), x=(z,,zZ), 
a = (a,, aJ and define IM,,=,~,~ to be the linear transformation of V which 
sends 
e, -+ e,, e, -+ ei - y,e, (i = 2,..., m - l), 
m-1 m-1 
fi+fi+ x Xjej+ x y,f,+z,d+z,d',~~fi-xie, (i = 2,..., m - I), 
1 2 
d+d+a,e,,andd’+d’+a,e,. 
Let K = Pfy,x,r,. I My,x,r,a E W?l. 
The case where q is odd is dealt with as above in (a). 
Suppose now that q is even. We show that K < D(V) = G. For x E GF(q) 
define k, E K as above in (a), fixing d and d’. Then, as in (a), we see that 
k, E G (the same calculations hold, except that k, = rd,rf2+d,re,+d,re,+f2td’). 
Also define I,, m, E K (x E GF(q)) by 
&:e,+e,,f, +x2ue, +fi +xd,d+d,d’+xel +d’, 
m,:e,-te,,f,+x2e,+fl+xd’,d+xe,+d,d’+d’, 
both 1, and m, fixing e,,fi (i> 2). Then I, = rdrx20e,+xd and 
mx = rd’rx&?,+xd’* Hence k,, I,, m, E G and so K < G. The proof of 
Theorem 2.1 now proceeds in the usual way. 
(c) The Groups R(2m + 1, q) (m > 3, q odd) 
Here the associated strongly regular graph has the same parameters as 
that for Sp(2m, q), so for any field F the graph submodules of Fll are U;,,- I 
and U&,. The proof of Theorem 2.1 proceeds in the usual fashion as in 
(a) and (b) above. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete. 
The Groups Q(5, q) (q odd) 
In this case V has a basis {e,, e2, f,, f2, d} behaving as in (b). Let 
a = (e,) E J2 and define d(a), @(a), B(,), C(v), K, L and K, in the usual 
way. Let F be a field of characteristic p where ptq orp = 0. The strongly 
regular graph associated with the rank 3 action of G = R(5, q) on Q has the 
same parameters as that for Sp(4, q) and so the graph submodules of F.0 are 
U; and UY,. 
Let U be an FG-submodule of Fs2 with U@ T. Now G’(Q) ” PSL(2, q) lC(e*,l - 
so if p # 2 then the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [3] shows that U contains a 
graph submodule. 
481/92/&2 
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Suppose now that p = 2, and also that GF(4) E F if q E 3 (mod 8) or 
q = 5 (mod 8). Let Q,~) denote the projection of FQ onto PC,,+ and define 
d1 = (e,), li, = {x E GF(q) ( x nonzero square/, A, = {x E GF(q) ( x 
nonsquare},r,={(xe,+e,)IxE/i,}andr;={(xe,+e,)IxE/i,}.Bythe 
analysis on pages 13-15 of [4], U contains an element u such that 
U% &) = aa + 44 + sr, 
where, if q = 1 (mod 4), then a = b and a is a root of the quadratic 
X*+X+f(q-l)inF,andifq=3 (mod4)thena=b+l andaisaroot 
of X2 + X + $(q + 1) in F. A similar calculation to that for the case m = 2, 
p = 2 in Section 2 of [3] shows that U must contain the element wb, where 
w,=(b+ 1) x S4&+b t] s,,,1+(b+ l)s,,+bs,; 
fEA, tEAn 
if q = 1 (mod 4), 
= sA,+b 1 SA,Ml+(b+l) x s,,,l+$,+bs,,+(b+ I)+; 
1EA, IPA. 
if q = 3 (mod 4). 
Put W, = (wb g 1 g E G) and let Yb be the PSL(2, q)-submodule of FC,,,, 
containing aa + b4, + sr, . A fairly straightforward calculation gives 
so that W, c Vi. Let b, , b, be the two possible values of b. Then U;/T = 
(W,,/T) 0 (W&r’), and W,,, Wt,, are conjugate under the action of O(5, q). 
We have proved 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be the group Q(5, q) acting on R and let F be a 
field of characteristic p, where p)(q or p = 0. Let U be an FG-submodule of 
Ff2 with U !Z T. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) U contains a graph submodule; 
(ii) p = 2, q E 1 or 7 (mod 8) and U contains Wt,, or Wb, ; 
(iii) p = 2, q = 3 or 5 (mod 8), GF(4) &F and U contains Wt,, or W,,,. 
Remark. Note that 0(5, q) z PSp(4, q). The group Q(5, q) thus has two 
rank 3 actions of degree (q4 - l)/(q - 1) having associated strongly regular 
graphs with the same parameters, and different permutation modules in 
characteristic 2. 
Submodule Lattices 
By the arguments of Section 3 of [3], if F is a field of characteristic p and 
G is Qn+ (2m, q), Q - (2m, q) (m > 3) or O+ (4, q) acting on R, then the full 
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lattice of FG-submodules of 8’0 is shaped as follows (the shapes (1) and (2) 
are as described in Section 1): (i) shape (1) if p = 0 or p ,/ (R ( and p jq; (ii) 
shape (2) if p ) IQ1 and p)(q + 1. If G is 0(2m + 1, q) (m > 2) then for p,jq 
and p # 2, the lattice has precisely the same shape as the lattice for 
3P(W 4). 
As in 131, the dimensions of the graph submodules can be read off from 
111. 
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